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THE FIRST WORD 

HORSES IN MID-STREAM 
I do not allow myself to suppose that [anyone has] concluded to decide that I am either the 
greatest or best man in America. but rather they have concluded that it is not best to swap 
horses while crossing the river, and have further concluded that I am not so poo.- a horse 
that they might not make a botch of it in trying to swap. 

Abraham Lincoln.June 1864 

There was a man who sold a hyena skin while the beast still inhabited it, and who was killed 
in hunting it. 

Winston Churchill, August 1~44 

Flexibility is undeniably a virtue. Still, there is much to be said for tack
ling tasks in their proper sequence and for standing by sound decisions 

once they are made. 
just a few weeks ago, Quad Pharmaceuticals (a subsidiary of Par Phar

maceuticals) pulled some 27 drugs-a quarter of its generic-injectables 
product line-from the market because (according to The Wall Street jour
nal) the company may have changed some of its manufacturing processes 
without clearing those changes with the U.S. FDA. 

Now, friends at the FDA point out that the agency's policies can seem 
Byzantine even to intitiates-and "manufacturing change" can cover 
anything from a modification in the primary molecule or major process 
excipients (what a lovely word) down to switching to a new kind of stop
per for vials. 

In the Quad case, process modifications reportedly increased active in
gredients in some products (by one to four percent) and boosted levels of 
preservatives in others (by two to 10 percent). 

And thereby hangs the tale. 
Folks sometimes ask us why Bio/Technology combines the elements it 

does-from basic research to process development to financing and 
market analysis. Well, the answer lies in the way products, especially phar
maceutical products, are designed, licensed, and sold. 

Among biologics, anyway, the process defines the product. Regrettably, 
even some of the most sophisticated scientists and businessmen ignore this 
fundamental fact. They focus solely on the molecule, and treat the 
production-scale plant as donkey-work for engineers-something to be 
settled later after the real task is done. 

So we hear stories: Of Quad Pharmaceuticals. Of green process 
engineers blithely tweaking dials to "improve" yield-only to have the 
entire batch discarded because it exceeded established specs. Of a 
biotechnology company shifting thrombolytic production from roller bot
tles to spinner flasks-only to find an abrupt change in the molecular 
population and a sharp drop in specific activity. 

Ofa diagnostic maker who painstakingly optimized a product around 
a specific inert carrier-only to find on the eve offull production that the 
carrier was a) unavailable in mass quantities, and b) totally inadequate for 
the rigors of automated production. 

Now, regulators the world over are moving towards a doctrine of 
biological equivalence-moving, that is, towards a focus on the molecule
but the details are so tricky that sometimes an army of protein chemists 
is powerless to predict what effect a minor process change will have. Un
til then- until we can develop batteries of good standard bioassays that 
reliably predict equivalent behavior in the human body- we will have to 
double-check process changes the old fashioned way: Go back to clinicals. 

So until that day dawns, any researcher who dreams of practical benefits 
from a discovery must treat process development as a fundamental con
cern. It is inseparable from pursuit of the molecule. The exercise begins 
with the earliest selection of host and vector. It continues through evalua
tions offermentors, media, solvents, filters, and chromatographic columns. 
And it extends even to planning for the final formulation for administra
tion and the selection of a distribution system. 

So that is why we mix basic research and process purification, financial 
planning and marketing strategy. Because mid-process-stream is no place 
to change production horses. -Douglas McCormick 
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